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Abstract
In this paper the concurrent semantics of doublepushout DPO graph rewriting
which is classically dened in terms of shiftequivalence classes of graph derivations
is axiomatised via the construction of a free monoidal bicategory In contrast to a
previous attempt based on categories the use of bicategories allows to dene re
writing on concrete graphs Thus the problem of composition of isomorphism classes
of rewriting sequences is avoided Moreover as a rst step towards the recovery of
the full expressive power of the formalism via a purely algebraic description the
concept of disconnected rules is introduced ie rules whose interface graphs are
made of disconnected nodes and edges only It is proved that under reasonable
assumptions rewriting via disconnected rules enjoys similar concurrency properties
like in the classical approach
 Introduction
The theory of graph transformation  basically studies a variety of form
alisms which extend the theories of formal languages and term rewriting re
spectively in order to deal with structures more general than strings and
terms In both of these classical	 formalisms there are two di
erent ways of
dening the entailment relation For example the operational denition of the
rewrite relation 
R
for a term rewriting system R states that a rewrite rule

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l r  R is applicable to a term t if an instance of l occurs as a subterm in t
Then this subterm may be removed and replaced by a corresponding instance
of r leading to a derived term s Equivalently an inductive denition may be
given where the rewrite relation is obtained as the smallest relation which con
tains R and is closed under substitution and context While the operational
denition is clearly more intuitive the inductive one plays an important role
in the theory since it allows for denitions and proofs by structural induction
From a categorical viewpoint such inductive denitions have been given for
various formalisms via the construction of free categories equipped with an
orthogonal algebraic or categorical structure  Of
ten such categorical models of rewriting do not only axiomatise the rewrite
relation but impose an equivalence on rewriting sequences which captures the
basic concurrency properties of the system
In the doublepushout DPO approach to graph transformation  the
operational denition is by far more popular Inductive denitions of DPO
graph transformation have been given but they are not as well accepted as
eg in the theory of term rewriting One reason may be that unlike for strings
and terms there is no straightforward inductive denition of graphs Rather
each possible interpretation suggests a di
erent choice of the basic operations
see for example  for di
erent formulations of the DPO approach
Another reason might be that except for the last and most recent one none
of the above formulations models faithfully the concurrent semantics of DPO
graph rewriting based on the socalled shiftequivalence of derivations which
captures the abstraction from the execution order of independent steps 
The reason for this failure is twofold Some approaches  dene
rewriting on partly abstract graphs without providing appropriate means
for the composition of isomorphism classes of arrows As a consequence many
derivations which are not shiftequivalent are identied From the operational
point of view this problem was recognised and solved in  by the concept
of standard isomorphisms ie a chosen family of isomorphisms closed under
composition and identities which are used to compose isomorphism classes of
rewriting sequences An axiomatic description of this solution however has
not been provided yet Other approaches like  and  are only applicable
in very restricted cases They only allow graph rewrite productions L K 
R with discrete interface graphs K ie without edges This makes no harm
if one is only interested in the generated rewrite relation since the preservation
of an edge can be modelled via its deletion and regeneration However by
making discrete	 the interface of a production the set of possible parallel
derivations is reduced since items that are shared in a parallel application
have to be preserved by all the applied productions This is very similar to
data base transactions where read locks may be held by several transactions
at the same time while write locks are exclusive
The presentation in this paper renes the approach of  where the rewrite
relation of a graph rewrite system has been characterised via the construction

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of a free monoidal category The conceptual idea of  is to consider graphs
as distributed states consisting of local components connected through inter
faces The distributed structure is made explicit by representing a graph as
an arrow of a category of cospans in the usual category of graphs and graph
homomorphisms Each arrow represents a local component and its source
and target objects are the interfaces through which it is connected to other
components Then arrow composition dened via pushouts represents the
composition of two components over a common interface
Since pushouts are only associative upto isomorphism the associativity
law of horizontal composition in a category of cospans implies that all iso
morphic cospans with the same source and target are actually equal This
leads to the abovementioned problems with the composition of rewrite steps
For this reason in this paper the associativity of horizontal composition is
dropped and replaced by a vertical isomorphism that is categories are re
placed by bicategories Moreover the restriction of  to discrete interface
graphs ie sets of interface vertices is relaxed by allowing disconnected in
terfaces that is isolated nodes and edges This solves the abovementioned
problems with respect to concurrency properties
But why do we not simply allow for arbitrary graphs as interfaces Again
there are two reasons a technical and a conceptual one Conceptually inter
faces in distributed systems are usually much simpler than the component
themselves In fact it is one of the main principles of system design to min
imise the relations between di
erent components or modules and to maximise
the internal connections instead Technically disconnected graphs are simpler
because they can be freely generated by a monoidal operation disjoint union
from single nodes and edges which is clearly not possible for arbitrary graphs
Di
erent restrictions of the set of admissible productions have been stud
ied in the literature on graph rewriting in order to show that the resulting
class of graph derivations enjoys interesting concurrency properties In partic
ular it is almost customary to consider only injective productions as eg in
the survey article  However since productions obtained by disconnecting
the interfaces of injective productions are typically noninjective in this pa
per no general assumptions can be made about the injectivity of production
morphisms Thus we investigate the expressive power of graph rewriting via
noninjective productions showing that suitable subclasses of productions
with disconnected interfaces actually satisfy the desired concurrency proper
ties
After recalling in Section  some simple properties about parallelism and
introducing the original notion of ascorrespondence this comparison is done
in Section  We show that for a system G satisfying the usual restriction to
injective productions a disconnected	 system G can be built which induces
the same rewrite relation Moreover we establish a onetoone correspondence
between the derivations in G and a suitable subclass of the derivations in G
such that two derivations in G are shiftequivalent if and only if this is true

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Fig  Sequential independent derivation
for the corresponding derivations in G
In Section  we introduce the notion of dgsmonoidal bicategory then
presenting our category of cospans of graphs as dgsmonoidal bicategory
This work is just preparatory for Section  where we provide a bicategorical
axiomatisation of shiftequivalence for graph derivations in G
 Concurrent graph transformation via analysis
synthesis
Appendix A recalls the basic denitions regarding the doublepushout
DPO approach to graph transformation in the case of general productions
ie without the usual assumption that one or both components of a produc
tion span are injective In this section we introduce in the generalised setting
concurrent derivations in a gts G as equivalence classes of concrete derivations
upto shiftequivalence The idea is to identify derivations which di
er only for
the scheduling of independent steps Such equivalence classes are similar to
the derivation traces in  but for the use of concrete graphs instead of
isomorphism classes Thus we avoid the problems of standard isomorphisms
and this motivates our use of bi instead of categories as in  First we
introduce the basic notions of independence and parallelism of DPO graph
transformation Then we dene shiftequivalence based on a new and more
compact presentation of the correspondence between sequential and parallel
derivations induced by the classical parallelism theorem
Denition  sequential independence Let G
p

d

 X
p

d

 H be a
twosteps derivation as in Figure  We call it sequential independent if there
exist two graph morphisms R

k

 D

and L

k

 D

such that l


 k

 d

R
and r


 k

 d

L
 
Intuitively two consecutive steps G
p

d

 X
p

d

 H are sequentially inde
pendent if they may be swapped ie if p

can be applied to G and p

to the
resulting graph Under suitable conditions such a derivation can be simulated
by the parallel application of the two underlying productions
Denition  parallel production and derivation Let p

 s

and p


s

be productions The associated parallel production p

p

 s

s

is denoted
by the componentwise coproduct of the spans s

and s

 A direct parallel
derivation G
p

p

d
 H is then a direct derivation using a parallel production
A parallel derivation is a nite sequence of direct parallel derivations

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The set of all parallel derivations in a gts G is denoted by DG 
We implicitly assume in the above denition that we can recursively build
parallel productions out of already parallel ones Unless otherwise noted in
the following derivation stands for parallel derivation
The parallelism theorem states that a direct parallel derivation can be
sequentialised into sequential independent applications of the component pro
ductions And vice versa that two consecutive steps can be put in parallel if
they are sequential independent
Theorem  parallelism Let p

 p

be possibly parallel injective graph
productions Then the following statements are equivalent
i There is a direct parallel derivation   G
p

p

d
 H
ii There is a sequentially independent derivation   G
p

d

 X
p

d

 H 
In the classical formulation of this theorem  the correspondence
between the derivations in i and ii is established by an analysis con
struction from  to  and a synthesis construction from  to  Both
constructions produce as intermediate result two DPO steps G
i
p
i
c
i
 H
i
for i    with the same context graph D like the parallel derivation 
Then two di
erent schedulings are employed leading respectively to the
parallel and sequential derivation of  and  above The parallel scheduling
G
p

p

d
 H is constructed by gluing the given and derived graphs of the two
steps over the common interface D leading to graphs G and H respectively
The sequential scheduling G
p

d

 X
p

d

 H is obtained by forming in
addition the intermediate graph X as gluing of H

and G

and composing
the embedded steps sequentially
Thus we may consider instead as primitive the correspondence established
by the analysis and synthesis construction and we obtain a descriptive way
for relating the parallel and sequential schedulings of all pairs of DPO steps


and 

over the same context graph D
Denition 	 as
correspondence Let 
i
 G
i
p
i
c
i
 H
i
for i    be
direct derivations with the same context graphD A derivation   G
pd
 H is
called a parallel scheduling of 

and 

if in the left diagram of Figure 	 where
the solid part represents the given steps graphs G and H are constructed by
pushouts  and 	 respectively
 p  p

 p

and  is realized by the DPO
diagam in Figure 
The derivations   G
p

d

 X
p

d

 H and 

 G
p

d


 Y
p

d


 H are called
sequential schedulings of 

and 

if  is constructed as in the right diagram
of Figure 	 where graphs G H and X are obtained by pushouts  	 and
 respectively
 d

and d

are the DPO diagrams from L

 K

 R

to
G G

 X and from L

 K

 R

to X  H

 H and symmetrically

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Fig  Analysissynthesis correspondence
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Two derivations  and  are in analysissynthesis correspondence briey
ascorrespondence if there are steps 
i
for i    such that  is a parallel
scheduling and  is a sequential scheduling of 

and 


Finally the shiftequivalence 
sh
	 DG 
 DG is the least equivalence
relation on derivations containing the ascorrespondence and which is closed
under sequential composition of derivations 
Denoting the parallel scheduling by 

j

and the two sequential schedul
ings by 

 

and 

 

 respectively the above denition could be summarised
by the equation 

 


sh


j


sh


 

 Notice however that 	 and j	
are only dened up to isomorphism by the colimit constructions above ie
they are not operations in the algebraic sense
 Concurrency for disconnected productions
In this section we introduce disconnected productions showing that they pre
serve the same degree of concurrency of injective ones
Denition  disconnected graphs and productions Let hEN s ti
be a graph A node n  N is isolated if n  sE tE The graph is discrete
if E  
 and it is is disconnected if s t are jointly injective ie both are

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injective and sE  tE  

A production p  L
l
 K
r
 R is disconnected discrete if so is the
interface graph K A graph transformation system G is disconnected discrete
if all its productions are so 
For productions with injective lefthand side it is wellknown  that the
pushout complements are unique upto isomorphism In general this is not
the case However we may obtain a chosen isomorphism class using natural
pushout complement  characterised by the following universal property
Denition  natural pushout complement Let l and m be morph
isms as in Fig  A pushout complement hD l

 d
K
i is called natural if for
any other pushout complement hD

 l

 d

K
i of l and m there exists a surjective
morphism e  D

 D making the diagram in Fig  commute
The set of all derivations in a gts G via natural pushout complements is
denoted by D
n
G 
For a given rule p and match m satisfying the gluing conditions a natural
pushout complement can be always built simply formalising the operational
intuition about derivation that we sketched below Denition A In fact we
just need to consider the obvious arrow d
k
 K  G  mL  lK It
is easy to show that the morphism l

is always injective and that all nat
ural pushout complements are isomorphic We then recover the wellknown
uniqueness result for injective productions proving that all DPO derivations
involving injective productions are always natural
The following denition provides a canonical way of disconnecting	 a
graph Applying this construction to the interface graph of a production yields
the corresponding disconnected production
Denition  minimal disconnected graphs and productions Let
G be a graph We denote by G the minimal disconnected graph underlying
G that is the pair h

G 
G
i where

G is the graph freely generated by the set of
edges E
G
and the set of isolated nodes in N
G
 and 
G


G G is the obvious
surjective graph morphism
Let p  s be a production The associated disconnected production is given
by p  L
l
K


K
r
K
 R 

In other words a node is isolated if it has nor incoming neither outcoming edges a graph
is discrete if all its nodes are isolated and it is disconnected if it is freely generated by a
set of edges and a set of isolated nodes

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Since the disconnected graph

K is uniquely albeit informally determined
the previous denition actually describes a function   R R
d
from the set
of all productions to the set of disconnected productions This function allows
us to associate to each gts G a disconnected gts G  fp  s j p  s  Gg
The following proposition shows that both systems induce the same rewrite
relation over graphs
Proposition 	 disconnected rewrites Let G be a gts and let G be
the associated disconnected gts Then there exists a direct derivation G  H
in G if and only if there exists a direct derivation G  H in G 
Please note that the proposition above does not imply that there is a one
toone correspondence between the class of direct derivations of G and of G
The latter is larger since more interface graphs are allowed Then in order to
compare the concurrency properties of a gts G and its associated disconnected
gts G we restrict G to injective productions and consider derivations in G
via natural pushout complements only denoting such a class as D
n
G
Proposition  correspondence with disconnected derivations
Let G be an injective gts and G its associated disconnected one Then
there exists a bijective function   DG  D
n
G which associates to each
direct derivation G
pd
 H in DG like in Figure A a direct derivation
G
pd
 H with d  hd
L
 d
K
 
K
 d
R
i
Proof Sketch The surjectivity of 
K


K  K the morphism obtained
by disconnecting	 ps interface graph according to Denition  ensures
that pd is indeed a DPO step via natural pushout complement The one
toone correspondence is proved by epimono factorisation which is used to
reconstruct the original production and direct derivation 
The function  extends to derivations in the obvious way providing a
onetoone correspondence   DG  D
n
G between derivations in G
and derivations via natural pushout complements in G Next result shows
that it preserves the concurrency properties of derivations that is sequential
independence and shiftequivalence
Theorem  concurrency for disconnected productions Let G be
an injective gts
i Let p

and p

be two possibly parallel productions in G Then  
G
p

d

 H

p

d

 H

 DG is a sequential independent derivation if and
only if  is sequential independent
ii Let  and  be two derivations in DG Then  
sh
 if and only if
 
sh

Proof Sketch The rst statement above is an obvious consequence of Deni
tion  and the denition of  in Proposition  The independence property

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does not involve the interface graph and its outgoing morphisms and all other
components are left untouched by  The second statement follows by show
ing that two derivations are in ascorrespondence if and only if this is true
for their images under  To this aim we again exploit the surjectivity of the
disconnection arrows	 
K
i
as well as their compatibility with colimits 
We remark that the above theorem is the main rational behind the in
troduction of disconnected productions In fact it is wellknown since eg
 that discrete gtss preserve the generative power of general gtss but not
their degree of concurrency Disconnected gtss are then betterbehaved still
maintaining a relatively simple interface and this is relevant from a practical
point of view as argued in the introduction
 On some structures for bicategories
Appendix A recalls the basic denitions regarding monoidal bicategories
Most of them are standard and can be found in classical references  even if
our presentation follows closely the recent survey  except for monoidality
for which we refer to  In Section  we rst introduce pseudo monoids 
then presenting our personal addition to the bicategorical folklore namely
dgsmonoidal bicategories and spelling out their relationship with cartesian
bicategories  The notion of monoidal bicategories is the most relevant for
the main results of Section  and the reader could then skip Section  at a
rst reading except for a few notational conventions The latters are exploited
in Section  presenting some easy results on bicategories of cospans
 Cartesian and dgsmonoidal bicategories
Next denition is borrowed from Section  of  and slightly generalised
in order to deal with monoidal bicategories instead of just Gray monoids
Denition 	 pseudo monoids Let a be an object of a monoidal bi
category C A pseudo monoid for a is a vetuple h
a
 
a
 

 

 

i such
that 
a
 a  a  a and 
a
 e  a are arrows of C
 and 

a



aaa
 
a
 id
a
  
a
  id
a
 
a
  
a
 

a
 
a
 id
a
  
a
 

a
and 

a
 id
a

a
 
a
 

a
are invertible cells satisfying the axioms

 

 id
a
 
a
  id
a

a
 id
a
  

  id
a
 

 
a

 
a
 id
a
 id
a
  

     id
a
 id
a

a
  

 and
 id
a

a
 id
a
  

 

a
 id
a
 
a

for  the unique arrow induced by the monoidal structure

For the sake of readability and since they do not play a relevant part for this paper we
spelled out incompletely those coherence axioms skipping the isomorphism cells induced
by the bicategorical structure

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A pseudo comonoid for a is a pseudo monoid hr  

 

 

i for a in the
dual monoidal bicategory C
op
 obtained reversing the arrows of C 
Bicategories equipped with suitable pseudo comonoids enjoy rather
strong properties As an example it is possible to prove generalising Pro
position  of  that for a b objects of a monoidal bicategory C equipped
with a pseudo comonoid and a pseudo monoid respectively Ca b can be
equipped with a monoidal category
Denition 	 dgs
monoidal bi
categories Let a be an object of a mon
oidal bicategory C We call it discrete  if it is equipped with a pseudo mon
oid and a pseudo comonoid and an invertible cell 
a
 r
a
 id
a
r
a
 


aaa
 
a
 id
a

 and functional if it is also equipped with an invertible cell
r
a

a
 id
a

We call a bicategory dgsmonoidal if each object is discrete and functional

We introduced dgsmonoidal categories in  in order to model a suit
able category of abstract graphs

 Related presentations surfaced quite
frequently in recent years In particular a similar structure is used for the
description of bicategories of cospans already in  and that presenta
tion forms the basis for the categorical description of circuits  We close
the section trying to make explicit such a relationship
Denition 	 adjoints and co
cartesian bi
categories Let f  a  b
g  b  a be arrows of a bicategory An adjunction 		 	 
  f C g consists
of cells 	  id
a
 f  g and 
  g  f  id
b
satisfying the axioms
 g  	  
gfg
 
  g  
g
 

g
 and
 	  f  
fgf
 f  
  
f
 

f

We say that f is a leftadjoint of g or equivalently that g is a rightadjoint
of f 
 thus 	 and 
 are the unit and the counit of the adjunction respectively
An adjunction is a re ection if 	 is an isomorphism cell
 it is a core ection
if 
 is an isomorphism cell
A cocartesian bicategory  is a monoidal bicategory such that each ob
ject a is equipped with a pseudo monoid and a pseudo comonoid and arrows
r
a
and 
a
have leftadjoints 
a
and 
a
 respectively A bicategory of relations
is a cocartesian bicategory such that each object is discrete 
Thus our dgsmonoidal bicategories actually lack only suitable cells 	
a

id
aa
 
a
 r
a
 	

a
 id
e

a

a
and 


a

a

a
 id
a
to be bicategories of
relations where the adjoint 
a
C r
a
is a core ection that is the counit

The structure we used here is weaker since we are not assuming the existence of a
symmetry for the monoidal bicategory Such a restricted version suces however our in
troductory purposes

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a
 r
a

a
 id
a
is an isomorphism cell
	
	 Some results on bicategories of spans
The paradigmatic example of dgsmonoidal as well as cocartesian bi
categories are bicategories of cospans
Denition 		 bi
categories of co
spans Let C be a category with
chosen binary coproducts pushouts and initial object and let us consider
the seventuple hOb
C
 CoSpanC  id   i where Ob
C
is the set of ob
jects of C
 the arrows of CoSpanCa b are the triples hf c gi for f  a c
and g  b  c arrows in C
 the cells l  hf c gi  hh d ii are those arrows
l  c  d in C making the diagrams commute
 id
a
 hid
a
 a id
a
i
 arrow ie
cospan composition is dened by the chosen pushouts inducing the cells 
 and  by the universal property 
Proposition 	 Let C be a category satisfying the conditions in Deni
tion  Then CoSpanC is a bicategory of relations 
This proposition can be considered categorical folklore The monoidal
structure is obtained from the chosen coproducts The pseudo monoidal
structure is given via the injections and mediating morphisms by choosing

a
 hid
a
 id
a
 a id
a
i and 
a
 ha a id
a
i for id
a
 id
a
 and a the copairing
and initial arrow in C respectively
Next proposition is also obtained by an explicit lifting of the structure in
C
Proposition 	 Let C be a category satisfying the conditions in Deni
tion  and let CoSpan
iso
C be the bicategory included in CoSpanC
with the restriction that all the cells are actually isomorphisms in C Then
CoSpan
iso
C is a dgsmonoidal bicategory 
A bicategory of cospans of graphs restricted to isomorphism cells shall
be our environment category for the generation of graph derivations The
restriction to iso cells is necessary since cells are meant to represent rewrite
steps which have to be explicitly specied by productions
 From DPOrewrites to bicategories
We already mentioned how most of the categorical descriptions of production
based systems  simulate computations via cells To
a certain extent they all share the same view representing such a system
as a computad  namely a category in our case a discrete bicategory
augmented with a graph structure over homsets informally a set S of cells

Actually in  the authors assume C to be posetal thus collapsing it to a category
In fact this is why they denote such bicategories as cartesian In their case the given
structure is unique upto isomorphism

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K
R
L
K
G

H

D
D
l
r

D
l
r
d
K
g
h
r

l



Fig  The mapping of a direct derivation
not closed under any composition In general terms the states are the arrows
of the computad and the productions are its cells Like a category can be
freely generated from a graph so a bicategory can be freely generated from
a computad closing the set of cells under all relevant operations
Denition  bi
computads A bicomputad C
S
is a pair hC Si where
C is a monoidal bicategory and S is a set of cells over the homsets of C
A bicomputad morphism hF hi  C
S
 D
T
is a pair such that F  C  D
is a monoidal morphism and h  S  T is a function preserving source and
target of the cells in the expected way Computads and their morphisms form
a category denoted BiComp 
Proposition  free bi
categories Let V
b
 BiCat  BiComp be the
forgetful functor mapping a monoidal bicategory to the underlying computad
It admits a left adjoint F
b
 BiComp BiCat 
Let us see now how to derive a bicomputad from a graph transformation
system G First note that sinceGraph satises the condition of Denition 
the bicategories CoSpanGraph and CoSpan
iso
Graph are welldened
Denition  Let G be a disconnected gts and let CoSpan
iso
Graph de
note the bicategory fully included in CoSpan
iso
Graph with disconnected
graphs as objects The associated computad C
G
has CoSpan
iso
Graph as
underlying bicategory and a cell p  hl L li  hrR ri for each production
p  L
l
 K
r
 R  G 
Cells representing derivations are generated by imposing on these produc
tion cells the operations of the monoidal bicategory
Denition 	 mapping direct derivations Let G be a disconnected
gts and let G
pd
 H be a direct derivation as shown in Figure A

If p is an elementary ie nonparallel production in G then the cell pd
associated to G
pd
 H is given by p  hd
K
D 
D
i

If p  p

 p

is a parallel production then the cell associated to G
pd
 H
is given by pd  p

d  

  p

d  

  
D
for 
i
 K
i
 K

 K


i    the injection morphisms for the coproduct 
The cell phg d
K
 hi  phd
K
D 
D
i for p production in G is depicted
in Figure  Note that due to the shift from general to chosen pushouts the
source and target graphs of direct derivations are not preserved It is enough

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however to pre and postcompose in the category CoSpanGraphKD
with suitable isomorphism cells connecting the source G with the the chosen
pushout G

 as shown below in Denition 
Denition  from rewrites to cells Let G be a disconnected gts and
let G be the free bicategory generated by the computad C
G
 Then we denote by
  DG  G the mapping that associates to each direct derivation G
pd
 H
in DG like in Figure A the cell 
GG

 hK id
K
i  pd  hid
D
D i 

H

H
 for 
GG

 h G i  h G

 i the cell given by the unique arrow
G  G

induced by the universal property and similarly for 
H

H
 and extends
in the obvious way to manystep derivations 
The horizontal pre and postcomposition for pd is necessary in order to
extend the map all derivations in the same homcategory namelyG  So
if there exists a direct derivation G
pd
 H in DG then there exists a cell in
the corresponding bicategory from h G i to hH i
It is easy to prove see also  that the inverse of the above statement
holds However the characterisation of the mere existence of derivations by
generated cells is not fully satisfactory Instead we would like to recover the
concurrency properties of DPO graph rewriting as described in Section  by
the parallelism theorem and the shiftequivalence This is proved in the next
theorem our main result stating that the mapping  identies two derivations
if and only if they are shiftequivalent
Theorem  axiomatising shift
equivalence Let G be a disconnected
gts and let  and  be derivations in DG Then  
sh
 i   
Proof Sketch The proof goes by structural induction from cells to deriv
ations and by induction on the number of steps from derivations to cells
Here we just give the base case for the latter when derivations are in dir
ect ascorrespondence So let us assume derivations   G
pd
 H and
  G
p

d

 X
p

d

 H for productions p

 p

 G Let us rst note that
c

 c

  
i
 c
i
 thus by construction
pd  p

c

 c

  

 p

c

 c

  

 
D
 p

c

 p

c

 
D
 p

c

 hc
l

 l

 G

 g

 
D
i 
D

hc
R

 r

H

 h

 
D
i  p

c

 
D


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by functoriality of  and  Now let us note that in the bicategory G the
cell family  is strictly monoidal namely 
K

K


K


K

 so we have that
  
GG

 
K

K

 pd
D
  
H

H
 
GG

 
K


K

  p

c

 p

c

 
D

D
  
H

H

Let us restrict now our attention to the cell 
GG

 
K


K

  p

c

 
hc
l

 l

 G

 g

 
D
i 
D
 and note that denoting hc
l

 l

 G

 g

 
D
i and
hc
l

 l

 G

 g

 
D
i as s

and s

 respectively the following arrows are all
isomorphic through cells induced by the monoidal structure of G
h G

 i  
K


K

  s

 s

 
D

D



K


K

  s

 s

 
D

D



K


K

  s

 s

  
D

D




K

 s

 
K

 s

  
D

D




K

 s

  id
D
 id
e
 
K

 s

  
D

D




K

 s

 id
e
  id
D
 
K

 s

  
D

D




K

 s

 id
e
  id
D
 
K

 s

  
D

D

Now please note than in our concrete category id
D

K

s


a

a
 is
isomorphic to the dual h G

 c
l

l

i again via a cell induced by universality


So we obtain that 
GG

 
K


K

  p

c

 hc
l

 l

 G

 g

 
D
i 
D

actually coincides with 
GG

 G
p

d

 X  
XX

 Similarly for the second
half of the mapping of  and then the theorem holds 
Together with the result of Theorem  this allows us to characterise the
shiftequivalence on injective derivations by rst disconnecting them and then
applying Theorem  above
Corollary  axiomatising shift
equivalence Let G be an injective gts
and let  and  be derivations in DG Then  
sh
 i   
where  and  are the corresponding disconnected derivations of  and
 according to Proposition  
 Future Work
This paper is part of an ongoing research e
ort started with  in devel
oping a categorical syntax for the DPO approach to graph rewriting In the
conclusions of  we pointed out that two main questions were left open
The rst one involved the concurrency properties of graph derivations since

In fact a duality property holds for dgsmonoidal categories see 


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despite the correspondence we got is faithful at the level of the rewrite rela
tion we cannot recast the notions of parallel derivation and shift equivalence
by means of the categorical structure	 due to the restriction we had there
to discrete productions The concurrency results for disconnected productions
presented in Section  and Section  solved successfully this problem since the
equivalence induced on cells by the coherence axioms of bicategories coincides
with shift equivalence on graph derivations  like it happens for permutation
equivalence in categorical models of term rewriting see eg 
The second problem concerning the rewriting on abstract graphs was
avoided rather than solved by the use of bicategories In fact our original
goal an axiomatic description of abstract graph rewriting is not yet fully
achieved But we believe that the coherence theorem for bicategories stat
ing that every bicategory is biequivalent to a category may provide the
solution to this problem In fact with our interpretation this biequivalence
represents the transition from concrete to abstract states while preserving for
any two given states the number of derivations between them and thus the
amount of concurrency Technically speaking the coherence isomorphisms
of bicategories provide us with an algebraic description of the standard iso
morphisms in 
The nal step then consists in replacing the concrete bicategory
CoSpan
iso
Graph by a syntactic eg freely generated bicategory even
tually equipped with a dgsmonoidal structure Such a construction has been
given already for the category of abstract spans in Graph with discrete in
terfaces in  and we think that it can be straightforwardly extended to
disconnected graphs by adding appropriate generators for the edges Notice
that in contrast to  dgsmonoidal categories in this paper are not required
to be symmetric While this additional structure is essential for the generation
of graphs it is not needed for axiomatising shiftequivalence on derivations In
fact all graph derivations are represented by cells of the homcategory on the
empty interface graph the unit object and it could be shown that this hom
category is symmetric monoidal The reader would have noticed that in fact
most of the additional structure on bicategories we introduced is redundant
for our purposes namely the proof of Theorem  We left it just to suggest
the forthcoming direction of our work and to emphasise the relationship with
the solution we previously proposed and with related categorical approaches
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A An introductory appendix
The aim of this appendix is to provide the reader with the precise denitions on
both graph transformations and bicategories that have been used throughout
the paper Their rather standard nature convinced us to include them in an
appendix in order not to slow down the knowledgeable reader yet allowing
for the article to be selfcontained
A On the DPO approach to graph transformation
Our presentation of graph transformation is tailored over the needs of our
representation theorems of Section  and Section 
Denition A graph A directed graph d is a fourtuple hEN s ti
such that E is the set of edges N is the set of nodes and s t  E  N
are the source and target functions 
Given a graph d  hEN s ti its components shall often be denoted by
N
d
 E
d
 s
d
and t
d
 respectively
Denition A graph morphism Let d and d

be graphs A graph
morphism f  d  d

is a pair of functions hf
e
 f
n
i such that f
e
 E
d
 E
d

and f
n
 N
d
 N
d

 These functions must preserve source and target ie for
each edge e  E
d
 s
d

f
e
e  f
n
s
d
e and t
d

f
e
e  f
n
t
d
e Graphs
and graph morphisms form a category denoted by Graph 
In the literature on graph rewriting it is almost customary to consider
only injective productions as eg in the survey article  This ensures inter
esting concurrency properties like the existence of canonical representatives
of equivalence classes of derivations with respect to shift equivalence In this
paper noninjective productions arise when disconnecting the interface of an
injective production cf Denition  Hence in the following denitions no
assumptions are made about the injectivity of production morphisms
Denition A graph production and derivation A graph produc
tion p  s is composed of a production name p and of a span of not necessarily
injective graph morphisms s  L
l
 K
r
 R A graph transformation
system or gts G is a set of productions all with dierent names Thus when
appropriate we denote a production p  s using only its name p
A graph production p  L
l
 K
r
 R is injective if both l and r are
injective A graph transformation system G is injective if all its productions
are so
A doublepushout diagram is a diagram like in Figure A where top and
bottom are spans and  and 	 are pushouts squares in Graph If p  L
l


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L

md
L

K

r
oo
l

d
K

R

d
R
G D

r

oo
l

H
Fig A A dpo direct derivation
K
r
 R is a production a direct derivation from G to H via production p
and d  hd
L
 d
K
 d
R
i is denoted by G
pd
 H
A derivation in a gts G is a nite sequence of direct derivations G

p

d


  
p
n
d
n
 G
n
where p

     p
n
are productions of G 
Operationally the application of a production p to a graph G consists of
three steps First the match m  L  G is chosen providing an occurrence
of L in G Then all objects of G matched by L  lK are removed leading
to the context graph D Finally the objects of R  rK are added to D
obtaining the derived graph H
The construction of context graph D can be more abstractly described
as a pushout complement which is formally given by the graph D itself and
morphisms l

and d
K
such that the square in the left of Figure A is a
pushout The existence of the pushout complement  and hence of a direct
derivation

G
pd
 H is characterised by the gluing conditions  The
dangling condition ensures that the structure D obtained by removing from G
all objects to be deleted is indeed a graph that is no edges are left dangling	
without source or target node The identication condition states that objects
from the lefthand side may only be identied by the match if they also belong
to the interface and are thus preserved
A	 On monoidal bicategories
Roughly a bicategory C can be presented as a set of objects Ob
C
 and for
each pair of objects a category Ca b For the sake of space in the follow
ing we present the axioms equationally instead of using the more intuitive
diagrammatic way as in 
Denition A	 bi
categories A bicategory is a seventuple
hOb
C
C  id   i such that Ob
C
is a set of objects and indexed by
elements in Ob
C
 C is a family of categories Ca b the homcategories of
C  is a family of functors 
b
ac
 Ca b
 Cb c  Ca c id is a family
of objects id
a
 jCa aj   f  g  h  f  g  h   f  id
a
 f and
  id
a
 f  f are natural isomorphisms satisfying the axioms


The pushout  always exists since Graph is cocomplete

For the sake of readability all the indexes are dropped either of  or of the composition
 inside the homcategories Moreover the identity of an object of the homcategories such
as f or id
a
 is usually denoted by the object itself

Gadducci
 
fid
a
g
 
f
 g  f  
g
 and
 f  
ghk
  
fghk
 
fgh
 k  
fghk
 
fghk
 
We denote as arrows and cells of a bicategory C the objects and arrows
of the homcategories respectively and by   f  g  a  b we mean that
 is a cell in Ca b from f to g Since each Ca b is a category cells can
be composed vertically that is if   g  h  a  b is another cell we can
form the composite     f  h  a  b Moreover there is an operation of
horizontal composition of cells   f  g  a  b and 

 f

 g

 b  c to
  

 f

 f  g

 g  a c In computational models based on categories
like  the cells represent computations of the system which can be
composed sequentially and in parallel using respectively the operations of
vertical and horizontal composition of the category We will see in Section 
in which sense a similar analogy holds also for our bicategorical setting
Denition A morphisms bi
transformations and modications
Let C D be bicategories A morphism F   C  D consists of a function
F  Ob
C
 Ob
D
 a family of functors F
ab
 Ca b  DF a F b and
natural transformations 
fg
 F fF g F f g and 
a
 id
F a
 F id
a

satisfying the axioms
 F f  
gh
  
fgh
 F 
fgh
  
F fF gF h
 
fg
 F h  
fgh

 
a
 F f  
id
a
f
 F   
F f
 and
 F f  
b
  
fid
b
 F   
F f

A homomorphism F  is a morphism such that the components of  are
isomorphisms
 it is strict if the components are identities
A bitransformation   F   G  between morphisms consists of a
family of arrows 
a
 F a  Ga and natural transformations 
f
 
a

Gf  F f  
b
satisfying the axioms
 

a
 


a
 
a
 
a
  
a
 
a
  
id
a
 and
 

a
GfGg
 
f
Gg  a

F f
b
Gg
 F f  
g
  
F fF g
c
 
f
 
c

 
a
 
fg
  
fg

A bitransformation is strong if the components of  are isomorphisms
A modication !   V   F   G  between bitransformations
consists of a family of cells !
a
 
a
 
a
 F a Ga satisfying the axiom
 !
a
G
f
  
f
 
f
 F
f
 !
b

A modication is invertible if the components of ! are isomorphisms 
We have now all the machinery to introduce monoidal bicategories 
Denition A monoidal bi
categories A monoidal bicategory is a
eighttuple hC I 

 

 

"#i such that C is a bicategory
   C
C  C
and e   C are homomorphisms




 abc  abc 

 ae a

For  the unit bicategory We denote by e also the corresponding object in C

Gadducci
and 

 e a a are strong bitransformations
 and
 #  

aeb
 

a
 bV a 

b
 and
 "  a 

bcd
  

abcd
 

abc
 dV 

abcd
 

abcd

are invertible modications satisfying the instances of the nonabelian 
cocycle condition and the left and right normalisation axioms in Denition 		
of 
Let C D be monoidal bicategories A monoidal morphism F  	  C
D consists of a morphism F   C  D
 strong bitransformations 	
ab

F a F b F a b and 	
e
 e F e
 and invertible modications
 F a 	
bc
  	
abc
 F 

abc
V 

F aF bF c
 	
ab
 F c  	
abc

 	
e
 F a  	
id
e
a
 F 

V 

F a
 and
 F a  	
e
  	
aid
e
 F 

V 

F a
satisfying the instances of the axioms in Denition  of 
We apologise to the reader for spelling out the previous denition in an
incomplete way We just wanted to give the reader a chance to check the
few diagrams we used thus explicitly mentioning the modications involved
without dealing with coherence issues and simply assuming the problem as
solved

